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Farhana Zia

spent her early
years in Hyderabad, India, and her
stories blend humor and tradition,
memories and contemporary
moments. A retired elementary
school teacher, she is the author of the
novels The Garden of My Imaan and
Child of Spring and the picture book
Hot Hot Roti for Dada-ji. She lives in
Massachusetts and enjoys reading,
writing, and making French macarons.
www.fziastories.com

Lali finds a feather in the field.
Is little feather lost? Lali sets out
to find it a home.
But no one wants poor feather.
It is too small for Rooster, too
slow for Crow, and too plain for
Peacock.

Lali’s Feather

So Lali decides to keep the
little feather After all, there is
so much she and little feather
can do: fan the fire, make sister
sneeze, tickle father’s toes.
Soon the birds recognize the
value of Lali’s feather. When big
old wind whisks it away, what
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is an illustrator and freelance designer.
She loves drawing animals and has
created the art for many children’s
books, including Bird Count and Ninita’s
Big World: The True Story of a Deaf
Pygmy Marmoset. For her 100 Days
project in 2018, she drew one hundred
birds, one day at a time. She lives in
West Virginia with her husband
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will they do?
Set in an Indian village,
Farhana Zia’s amusing story of
identification and value reveals
the rewards in looking closely
and thinking imaginatively.
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Lali found a feather in the field.
Whose feather? She did not know.
It was a sweet feather, though.
Oo ma! Was little feather lost? Lali
set out to find feather a home.
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“Rooster, Rooster! Is this feather yours?”
Lali asked.
“Na, Lali, na!” Rooster replied. “My
feather is a big feather. It makes me a
lordly bird. That feather is a little feather.
It’s not mine!”
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“Crow, Crow! Is this feather

“Na, Lali, na!” Crow replied. “My feather is a perky

yours?” Lali asked.

feather. It makes me a speedy bird. That feather is a
pokey feather. It’s not mine!”
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